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Hanni El Khatib’s first idea for his Savage Times project was to do 

something he’d never done before. Instead, he ended up doing … 

well, everything he’d never done before. He’d be playing new 

instruments, writing in unfamiliar new ways, opening himself up to 

an unrelenting stream of ideas and dedicating himself totally to 

pure musical instinct.  And the result? 19 best-of-the-sessions songs, 

destined for vinyl release as a Limited Edition 10” LP Box Set, as well 

as the kind of creative revelations that only happen when you quit 

looking around and start looking ahead. 

Originally, he’d hoped to explode the lingering idea that he was 

simply a blues-rock guitar player, but that’s why Savage Times 

touches on everything from garage rock to punk to disco, hip-hop 

and even some unexpected solo-guitar self-portraiture. But on the 

way, he also exploded his own idea of what he could do—even 

maybe who he was, or would be.  Savage Times was an experiment 

as well as an experience, that touched on some of the most 

personal, social & political elements to date.

"This is catchy rock at its finest" - PIGEONS & PLANES

"Hanni El Khatib has been on an unreal creative streak 
lately" - NOISEY

"Sounds somewhat like a happy marriage between The 
Black Keys and Nirvana." - INTERVIEW

"It’s like a maturation of Rae Sremmurd’s youthful hedonism 
wrapped in guitar strings and catchy grooves." - 
STEREOGUM

CD Box Lot: 30

Packaging: 4 Panel Digipack 

3% discount through 2/10/17

LP Box Lot: 30
Packaging: Limited-Edition Custom 
Hardcover Booklet with Three 10" 
Vinyl LP's & Download Card
Vinyl is non-returnable
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CD Price = $13.98
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